
Example 8
Assessment task: Solo theatre piece

Chosen theorist: Vsevolod Meyerhold

Chosen aspect of theory: Physicality, light and music

Assessment
Criterion A B C Total

Mark awarded 4 4 7 15

Marks available 8 8 8 24

Comments
Criterion Comments

A Researching theatre 
theory

Ai: (2 marks) The theory of biomechanics is only outlined by providing some statements 
of what the theory looks like on stage. The references to the theorist’s intentions are 
relevant, and there is a good use of research evidence.

Aii: (2 marks) The student outlines the chosen aspects of physicality, light and music by 
providing some facts but also uses generalities and shows lack of focus.

B Reflecting on the 
performed solo theatre 
piece

Ai: (1 mark) The student declares several times that the theory informed the development 
of the piece, and lists instances of exploration—heard different styles of music, created 
storyboards, did workshops to choreograph the piece, and so on—but then provides no 
evidence of how the piece developed from there or why these explorations were key 
in the making of decisions. Rather, the student informs of final decisions only.

Aii: (3 marks) There is a detailed judgment of the work presented, and a description of the 
extent to which intentions (which are clearly stated in the previous section) were met, 
with relevant reference to feedback. The student does not evaluate limitations of the piece.

C Theatre theory in 
performance

Ai: (3 marks) The aspects of rhythm, coordination, robotic physicality, lights and music 
are all used competently. Nevertheless, it is sometimes difficult to find the actual theory of 
biomechanics in the piece, especially in the use of movement and body.

Aii: (4 marks) The student uses space, levels, movement, gesture, voice-over, music, 
sound and lights effectively to fulfill intentions.

General comments This is a good example of a student whose strength is in the piece itself, where the 
application of the aspect as well as of elements of performance and production are excellent. 
There is an attempt at showing some process under Bi, but the student just lists 
exploration without giving any evidence of development. The research section, while it 
follows Meyerhold’s overarching intentions very closely, not always focuses on the theory 
itself, which needs to be described and explained (how and why) to be able to reach 
the highest marks.
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